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The Phillips Curve and NAIRU Revisited:
New estimates for Germany1

Bernd Fitzenberger2, Wolfgang Franz3 and Oliver Bode4

Preliminary and incomplete, please do not quote
without permissions by the authors.

1 Introduction and Motivation

Starting in 2006 the German economy currently experiences a cyclical revival which
spreads to the labor market. Unemployment decreases markedly and regular employ-
ment rises. At present, virtually all professional forecasts expect this upswing to con-
tinue in the foreseeable future.

Against this background a debate has taken center stage as to what extent unemploy-
ment figures consist of merely cyclical components or, in other words, which part of
joblessness can be labeled as “structural”. “Structural” unemployment, however, is
a loaded word since there is no clear cut consensus about its meaning, let alone its
measurement. Hence, the question arises whether the “non–accelerating inflation rate
of unemployment”(NAIRU) may serve as a tool to determine the development and
current level of non–cyclical unemployment and to frame policy discussions.

At first glance, the NAIRU appears as a promising candidate for an empirical counter-
part of the “natural rate of unemployment”. Moreover, its estimation seems straightfor-
ward by employing more or less conventional Phillips curves. But as the rich literature
of the past four decades already suggests, this view is exaggerated. By any method,
simple or complex, the NAIRU is very hard to determine. As to the simple method,
an inspection of a scatter diagram of inflation and unemployment displays that there
is no such thing like a stable Phillips curve. A more complex method is to estimate
Phillips curves preferably with time–varying parameters and confidence intervals for
the estimated NAIRU. However, this procedure suffers from serious problems making

1Paper for the conference “The Phillips Curve and the Natural Rate of Unemployment” at Kiel,
June 3-4, 2007.

2University of Freiburg and Center for European Economic Research (ZEW), Mannheim.
3Center for European Economic Research (ZEW), Mannheim, University of Mannheim, and Ger-

man Council of Economic Experts.
4German Council of Economic Experts. The views expressed in this paper are those of the authors

and are not necessarily reflective of views at the Council.
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the NAIRU subject to considerable arbitrariness, to say the least. Even worse, the
whole NAIRU idea may be seriously damaged if the joint behavior of inflation, wage
rises and unemployment has deteriorated.

Rather than to embark on a swan song on the NAIRU, in this paper we try to remedy
some of the flaws which plagued previous NAIRU estimates for Germany. More pre-
cisely, we employ direct measures of inflation expectations stemming from the EC
monthly survey and converted from qualitative responses to quantitative estimates of
expected inflation rates. Secondly, we deal with the question of near–rationality during
periods of low inflation. Thirdly, we join the literature of the state of the art–NAIRU
which is time varying within confidence intervals. Finally, we discuss whether the
(Hybrid) New Keynesian Phillips curve provides an accurate framework for macroeco-
nomic developments in Germany. The upshot of our paper will be an assessment of
the NAIRU in Germany.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section highlights shortly
the development of major macroeconomic variables in Germany, notably inflation rates
and unemployment rates. Section 3 provides an extremely brief outline of the theore-
tical framework of traditional and extended versions of the NAIRU. Section 4 discusses
specification issues, such as the calculation of expected inflation rates. Section 5 is
devoted to attempts to test for near–rationality and (Hybrid) New Keynesian Phillips
curves. Finally, section 6 concludes.

2 The Behaviour of Inflation and Unemployment

in Germany

The empirical picture of the Phillips curve and the NAIRU is highlighted by the follow-
ing figures. Figures 1 and 2 display the conventional scatter diagrams for the Phillips
curve with the inflation rate of consumer prices and the rate of change of the GDP
deflator as the dependent variables, respectively. As can be seen whatever measure

Figures 1 and 2 around here

of inflation is used the German Phillips curve, if it exists at all, is anything but a stable
(vertical) relationship. The evidence for the NAIRU is presented by figures 3 and 4
where inflation rates are replaced by their first differences. The NAIRU is then given
by

Figures 3 and 4 around here

the horizontal line for a value of zero of these differences. Again, there is no such thing
as a unique value of the NAIRU, if there is a NAIRU at all. If so, the NAIRU has
increased substantially over the past decades and amounts to roughly (8) percent in
most recent years.
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3 Theoretical Framework: Basics and Extensions

The theoretical underpinnings of the NAIRU concept are well documented in the lit-
erature.5 Hence, it may suffice here to very briefly sketch an outline of its framework.
The basic specification of the NAIRU refers to a descriptive reduced form of a price
and wage equation such as:

pt = a(L)pt−1 − b(L)(Ut − U∗) + c(L)zt + εt . (1)

In this notation lower–case letters designate first differences of logarithms. Hence, pt

and pt−1 represent current and lagged inflation rates, respectively, and zt is a vector
including rates of changes of supply shift variables such as raw material prices and
tax wedges. Upper–case letters indicate levels of variables, hence, Ut and U∗ denote
the current unemployment rate and a constant natural rate, respectively. The coeffi-
cients a(L), b(L) and c(L) are polynomials in the lag operator L, and ε is a serially
uncorrelated error term. Equation (1) incorporates informally Gordon’s (1997) “trian-
gle model” of the NAIRU: Influences stem from the demand side (via Ut − U∗), the
supply side (via zt), and from price rigidities (via a(L)pt−1) and, perhaps even more
important, from expected inflation (approximated by adaptive expectations, i.e., a dis-
tributed lag of observed inflation rates) which has taken center stage ever since the
seminal Friedman–Phelps–hypothesis of the late 1960’s. Note further that the supply
shocks are assumed to be contemporaneously uncorrelated with unemployment.

If a(1) = 1 the NAIRU can be calculated from equation (1) for stable inflation rates:6

NAIRU = U∗ + c(1)zt/b(1) . (2)

In the absence of supply shocks (i.e., for z = 0), the NAIRU equals U∗. For this case,
an estimate of U∗ can be calculated from the intercept d ≡ b(1)U∗ of the following
regression equation:

pt = d + a(L)pt−1 − b(L)Ut + εt . (3)

U∗ is referred to as the “no shock–NAIRU” (Franz and Gordon (1993)). It stands in
contrast to a NAIRU concept which takes into account the presence of shocks z 6= 0. No
matter of the specific nature of these exogenous shocks, they give rise to a crucial dis-
tinction between a “shock–NAIRU” and a “no shock–NAIRU” depending on whether
inflationary effects stemming from these shocks should be ironed out by higher un-
employment. For example, proponents of a no shock–concept would argue that the
resulting transitory increase of inflation – such as in the case of higher indirect taxes –
should be disregarded.

5See e.g. Franz and Gordon (1993) and Franz (2005).
6Hence, the term NAIRU – an acronym anyway – is misleading due to a false use of calculus: The

absence of a change of inflation is confused with “non–accelerating inflation”, i.e. the first order of
differentiation of inflation is confused with the second order.
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Allowing for a time varying–NAIRU, U∗ is replaced by U∗
t with the latter being de-

scribed by a random walk without drift, for example:

U∗
t = U∗

t−1 + ηt , (4)

with E(ηt) = 0 and var(ηt) = σ2. For σ = 0 we obtain the constant NAIRU, whereas
for σ > 0 the NAIRU is subject to fluctuations. Such fluctuations can be the result of
changing explanatory variables not included in equation (1). A time varying–NAIRU
can also be driven from hysteresis phenomena such as a dequalification and disencour-
agement of (long–term) unemployed persons.

Referring to hysteresis and to equation (4), the development of U∗
t can be described

more precisely by

U∗
t = Ū + φ(Ut−1 − Ū) + µt (5)

µt ∼ N(0, σ2
µt

) .

In words, U∗
t is now a “contemporaneous NAIRU”, because of its time dependency,

whereas Ū is the “steady state–NAIRU” or “equilibrium–NAIRU”. Inserting equation
(5) into equation (1) and rearranging terms yields (∆ denotes the first difference oper-
ator):

pt = a(L)pt−1 − b(L)[(1− φ)(Ut − Ū) + φ∆Ut] (6)

+c(L)zt + εt + b(L)µt .

Three cases are of interest:7

(i) Full hysteresis: If φ = 1, then the “level effect” vanishes and there is no such
thing like a unique NAIRU.

(ii) No hysteresis: If φ = 0, then the change term ∆Ut drops out and the pure Phillips
curve mechanism works.

(iii) Persistence: If 0 < φ < 1, both the level and change effect of Ut matter and the
contemporaneous NAIRU can drift away from the steady state–NAIRU.

This distinction is not an artifact of the specification of the time path in equation (6)
but holds for more generalized versions, too.8 More importantly, the consequences of
hysteresis or persistence for the NAIRU are tremendous. A high level of unemployment
today means a higher NAIRU tomorrow, or conversely, fighting successfully against
unemployment today will partly avoid problems tomorrow. In methodological terms,

7See also Franz (1987) and Franz and Gordon (1993).
8See Franz (2001), eqs. (13) and (14).
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in the presence of hysteresis or persistence there is a considerable risk of overestimating
the NAIRU due to confusing the contemporaneous with the steady–state NAIRU.

A negatively sloped Phillips curve, if it exists, is of special interest because the tradi-
tional NAIRU concept breaks down. In the case a < 1, inflation rates do not cancel out
in equilibrium (i.e., for stable inflation rates) as it is required by the NAIRU concept.

The rationale for a(1) = 1, i.e. the implication of a long–run vertical Phillips curve is
based on the Friedman–Phelps–hypothesis of the late 1960’s which claims that workers
care about and bargain for real wage increases rather than nominal wage gains. Based
on this reasoning it was concluded that the coefficient associated with expected inflation
– the latter being represented, as in equation (1), by lagged inflation rates – must be
one.

There are two different although not mutually exclusive arguments of why this restric-
tion may not necessarily hold. The first one can be traced back to Sargent (1971)
who pointed out that the coefficient on lagged inflation may not be unity even in an
accelerationist model of inflation as long as the process of generating inflation is stable
(without a unit root). A sum of weights of past inflation rates less than unity must not
necessarily reflect incomplete projection of inflation but rather the view that inflation
is stationary and its best forecast is an autoregressive process with a stable polynomial,
not one where the coefficients sum to one.9

A second argument of why the controversial number in the Phillips curve may fall
short of unity has been brought forward by Akerlof et al. (2000). The authors refer
to “behavioral macroeconomics” and present two hypotheses on why at low inflation
there may be a long–run trade–off between output and inflation. The first one is “pure
Keynes”: workers resist, and firms rarely impose, cuts in nominal pay. Both, low
inflation and nominal wage rigidity, then form a major obstacle against a downward
adjustment of real wages.10 On the other hand, there may be a possible benefit of
low inflation serving as a lubricant of labor market adjustment.11 With a little more
inflation real wages can adjust (more rapidly) and aggregate unemployment falls. The
other argument put forward by Akerlof et al. (2000) is based on the idea that because
inflation is not salient when it is low, anticipated future changes in the price level are
ignored in wage bargaining. Put differently, the crucial parameter under consideration
in the Phillips curve represents a combined effect of how people form expectations and
how they use them. At higher inflation, wage bargaining takes expected inflation into
account and the Phillips curve may become vertical indeed. At low inflation, workers
are (voluntarily) fooled, there is a negatively sloped Phillips curve.

While Akerlof et al. (2000) elaborate on a fairly sophisticated theory, the upshot
of their hypothesis is that the coefficient in question depends on past inflation ex-
perience. This is a testable hypothesis. There are at least two groups of econo-
metric methods which may be considered. The first is to let the data speak, i.e.,
to estimate the Phillips curve with a time–varying parameter (at least) of the co-

9See also Schreiber and Wolters (2002).
10See also Graham and Snower (2002) and Snower and Karanassou (2002). In their papers they

show that the interaction between money growth and staggered nominal contracts may give rise to a
long–run inflation–unemployment tradeoff.

11For an empirical study for Germany see Franz (1984).
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efficient associated with lagged inflation by, for example, splitting the sample pe-
riod between low inflation periods and high inflation periods. The second group
is based on theoretical considerations and, following Akerlof et al. (2000), decom-
poses the coefficient associated with lagged inflation a in two separate influences, i.e.,
a ≡ 1− (1− α)(1− β), where (1− α) denotes the fraction of all firms which ignore a
fraction (1− β) of expected inflation. Hence, if α = β = 1 we are back to the vertical
Phillips curve. But with half a fraction of firms which ignore half of expected infla-
tion, the coefficient a amounts to 0.75, or to 0.56 if “half” is replaced by “two thirds”.
Moreover, the coefficient a has to be constrained to range between zero and one by,
say, using a standard cumulative normal distribution.

The mainstream model presented so far has been challenged by the “New Keynesian
Phillips Curve” (NKPC) and the “Hybrid New Keynesian Phillips Curve” (HNKPC),
respectively. Both concepts are subject to disagreement: They are “the workhorse
for much recent research on monetary policy” (Mankiw (2001)) on the one hand or
“the NKPC enterprise has resulted in a massive empirical failure, perhaps with few
parallels in postwar empirical time–series macroeconomics” (Eller and Gordon (2003))
on the other hand. In what follows we highlight major differences compared with the
mainstream model.

The basic reasoning of the typical NKPC approach is that firms are forward looking,
mark up prices over marginal costs, and must lock in their prices for several periods
into the future and thus base their prices on future marginal costs.12

More formally, the NKPC model can be stated as

pt = λ ·mct + β · Etpt+1 (7a)

or

pt = λ

∞∑

k=0

βkEtmct+k (7b)

where p is again the inflation rate and mc stands for the percent deviation of the firms’
real marginal costs from their steady state value. The term λ ≡ (1 − θ)(1 − βθ)/θ
reflects the fixed probability θ that firms must keep their prices unchanged during the
time period under consideration. Since aggregate marginal costs are not observable,
they are linked either to a measure of an output gap or are replaced by labor’s income
share.

To begin with, under certain assumptions it can be shown that

mct = κxt (8)

where xt is the output gap and κ the output elasticity of marginal cost.13 Combining
equations (7a) and (8) yields

pt = λκxt + βEtpt+1 (9)

If in the mainstream model the term Ut − U∗ is replaced by the output gap variable,
the key difference is the term Etpt+1 in the NKPC model as opposed to Et−1pt in the

12See Gaĺı, Gertler and López–Salido (2001) and Eller and Gordon (2003) for the following.
13See e.g. Rotemberg and Woodford (1997) and Sbordone (2002).
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traditional Phillips curve model where generally Et−1pt is modelled as a lag distribution
of pt−1.

14

The HNKPC approach distinguishes two types of firms which coexist, namely a fraction
(1−ω) of firms which are forward looking and a fraction ω of firms which are backward
looking.15 From this one obtains an equation of the type

pt = λ ·mct + γfEtpt+1 + γbpt−1 (10)

where

λ ≡ (1− ω)(1− θ)(1− βθ)φ−1

φ ≡ θ + ω[1− θ(1− β)]

γf ≡ βθφ−1

γb ≡ ωφ−1.

If ω = 0, equation (10) boils down to the pure forward looking NKPC with γb = 0 and
γf = β.

A second way to replace the unobservable variable mc is to replace mc by the deviation
of labor’s income share St from its mean S∗t .

16

pt = λ(lnSt − lnS∗t ) + γfEtpt+1 + γbpt−1 (11)

Equations (9) and (11), respectively, represent testable versions of the (H)NKPC model.
In the context of the topic under consideration here, they share the common disadvan-
tage that they do not allow to calculate the NAIRU directly unless the output gap is
linked to the unemployment gap variable U − U∗ via Okun’s law, for example. More-
over, supply shock variables do not enter so far. They can be introduced on theoretical
grounds, however, by extending the technological factor in the production function
which is used to link the unobserved marginal cost variable either to the output gap
variable or to the labor’s income share variable (equations (9) and (11)).17 An omis-
sion of supply shock variables would have the unwarranted implication of a possible
negative correlation between, say, the share term and the error term, thus biasing the
positive coefficient of the share term towards zero.18 A jump in the price of oil will
reduce labor’s income share while raising inflation through the error term causing a
downward bias on the share term. Note also that the share term is an endogenous
variable. But the (H)NKPC model has no wage equation. Therefore this approach is
silent regarding the process by which wages respond to changes of the inflation rate
and productivity.

14Cogley and Sbordone (2006) extent the purely forward-looking versions of the NKPC model by
allowing for a drift in trend inflation, i.e., a time-varying inflation trend, in order to generate enough
inflation persistence as it is observed for the United States.

15Gaĺı, Gertler and López–Salido (2001), p. 1246.
16Applying a Cobb–Douglas technology real marginal costs equal the real wage rate divided by

labor productivity. Labor’s income share is the real wage rate divided by real national income (rather
than GDP) per hour.

17Gaĺı, Gertler and López–Salido (2001), p. 1245, footnote.
18See Eller and Gordon (2003) for this and other criticisms of estimates of the (H)NKPC model.
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4 Specification Issues

This section is devoted to econometric issues and data analysis. The subsection on
econometric issues discusses firstly cointegration issues . . . . The subsection on data
analysis deals with various definitions of inflation and unemployment and, moreover,
elaborates on the calculation of expected inflation rates.

4.1 Econometric Issues

Conventional Phillips curve estimates in the spirit of equation (2) are subject to the
criticism of a possible serious misspecification stemming from omitted considerations
about cointegration issues.19 More precisely, when inflation and unemployment are
cointegrated, i.e., the linear combination of their time series is stationary, a regression
consisting entirely of differenced data will be misspecified and a regression consisting
entirely of undifferenced data will omit important constraints.20

To begin with, an elaboration on this issue requires firstly an inspection of the order
of integration of the time series under consideration.21 If inflation is stationary, then
no vertical Phillips curve can exist; but there may be a short–run one. If inflation is
I(1), the NAIRU conception may hold depending on whether unemployment is I(1).
If inflation is I(1) and unemployment is also I(1), the outcome depends on whether
cointegration exists between both variables. If so, then a long–run Phillips curve may
exist. If not, there is no long–run Phillips curve, but there may be a short–run relation-
ship and filtering out the persistent component of unemployment (which is unrelated
to inflation) has some merits.

While these methodological considerations deserve attention, one should resist the
temptation to place too much emphasis on them. The Phillips curve is not simply a re-
lationship between inflation and unemployment but is augmented by several variables.
Besides this, other variables, not included in the Phillips curve framework but impor-
tant, may govern variables such as inflation which is influenced by the development of
monetary aggregates. Similar arguments hold for unemployment. If so, the Phillips
curve can be consistent with a variety of orders of integration which puts the above
considerations into question.22 Moreover and strictly speaking, the unemployment rate
cannot be I(1) since it is a bounded variable. However, it is often claimed that this
property serves “as a useful approximation to reality within the bounds” (Schreiber
and Wolters (2002), p. 6, fn. 4). For all practical purposes, I(1) is what ADF–tests dis-
play for the unemployment rate in (West) Germany. Even so, some scepticism remains
about the appropriateness of such generalizations. If we stay with an unemployment
rate of order I(1) nevertheless, the next relevant question is whether inflation has an
order of integration of at least I(1). Again, I(1) is what ADF tests for Germany typi-
cally reveal (despite the high reputation of the Deutsche Bundesbank). Hence, a test
for cointegration is in order. This can be carried out by the Johansen procedure as has

19See e.g. Schreiber and Wolters (2002).
20See Franz and Gordon (1993), p. 730.
21See Schreiber and Wolters (2002), pp. 5 for the following different cases.
22To some extent, however, U∗

t may capture non–stationarity.
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been done by Schreiber and Wolters (2003) or as in Franz (2003) by a residual–based
cointegration test where the residuals from the static Phillips curve regression are taken
in a second step to carry out an ADF–type regression testing for a unit root in the
residuals. In the presence of a unit root (this is the null hypothesis), i.e., in the absence
of stationarity, absence of cointegration cannot be rejected. Lack of space prohibits to
present the results and the reader is referred to Schreiber and Wolters (2003) or Franz
(2003). In short, the results are rather mixed but cointegration cannot be rejected.

4.2 Measures of Inflation and Unemployment Rates

Even the most simple version of a Phillips curve requires reflections on how to measure
important variables such as inflation and unemployment. In addition, data problems
stemming from German unification and revisions of national accounts and employ-
ment statistics, respectively, have to be taken into account. As will be shown below,
each of the definitions under consideration exerts substantial influences on the NAIRU
estimates.

To begin with inflation, both the use of consumer prices as well as the GDP deflator
can be justified on theoretical grounds. This holds for the Phillips curve derived either
from a non–structural approach, e.g. a reduced form of wage and price equations, or
from a structural approach based on explicit models of labor demand and labor sup-
ply, respectively.23 For example, in a wage equation which reflects outcomes of wage
bargaining, employers base their considerations on product wages, but employees on
consumption wages. Product wages include employers’ taxes on labor and contribu-
tions to social security and are deflated by sales prices, or, for the aggregate economy,
by the GDP deflator for the private, non–agricultural sector (because prices in the
governmental and agricultural sector are strongly regulated and, moreover, subject to
somewhat erratic fluctuations). On the other hand, for employees and the unions the
variable of interest in wage bargaining is the consumption wage, i.e., gross wages net
of taxes and contributions to social security to be paid by employees and deflated by
prices which represent costs of employees’ living. Therefore, the estimations of the
Phillips curve in the subsequent section will be based on both, the inflation rate of
consumer prices as well as on the rate of change of the private, non–agricultural GDP
deflator. In addition, whatever definition of inflation is used, we test the significance
of a price and tax wedge variable, respectively. These variables have already been
introduced in the vector z in equation (1) as “supply shift variables” which can alter
the rate of inflation at a given level of excess demand. By the same token, relative
imported raw materials prices also constitute a supply shock as is evidenced by the two
oil price shocks in 1974 and 1982. The variable which will be used in the regressions
below is the inflation rate of raw materials prices minus the inflation rate which cor-
responds with the dependent variable. Table 1 displays a summary statistic of these
and other variables under consideration. Unemployment is the second variable under
consideration. Recall from the theoretical model that it is designed to capture the
pressure stemming from the labor market in wage bargaining and, on the other hand,
the respective situation on the product market in the price–setting process. Indeed,
the whole NAIRU idea is that unemployment is a good measure of pressure in labor

23See Franz and Gordon (1993) for both approaches.
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Table 1: Summary measures of inflation rates, unemployment rates and wedge
variablesa)

Average
over

interval

Inflation
rates p.a.

Inflation rates
of relative raw
material prices

Tax
wedge

Price
wedge

Labor
produc-
tivity

growth

Unemploy-
ment rates

pG pC pR - pG pR - pC UN US

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
1971 - 1975 6.07 6.14 1.58 0.92 4.65 1.83 1.09
1976 - 1980 3.94 4.04 8.62b 8.73b 1.68 0.94 2.70 3.59 2.03
1981 - 1985 3.33 3.85 2.11 1.59 1.74 0.95 2.18 7.22 5.40
1986 - 1990 2.38 1.38 -13.86 -12.85 1.77 0.92 2.88 7.34 5.45
1991 - 1995 2.95 3.69 -9.21 -9.95 1.81 0.94 2.57 8.25 6.39
1996 - 2000 0.10 1.26 9.53 8.37 1.94 0.98 2.03 10.61 7.76
2001 - 2006 0.91 1.62 8.46 7.74 1.90 1.02 1.43 10.45 8.28

a: Notes by column number in parentheses. Numbered sources in brackets identified at the end
of notes. Inflation rates in cols. (1) - (4) and (7) are calculated as geometric means of annual
growth rates.
b: Results for the period from 1977 to 1980.

Columns: (1) Rate of change of GDP deflator of the private non–farm sector [1].
(2) Rate of change of consumer price index [1].
(3) Difference between rate of change of prices of imported raw materials

and rate of change of GDP deflator of the private non–farm sector [1].
(4) Difference between rate of change of prices of imported raw materials

and rate of change of consumer price index [1].
(5) Ratio of employer labor cost (including employers’ contributions to

social security) to employee net take home pay (excl. employees’ taxes
on labor and contributions to social security) (2000=100), [1].

(6) Ratio of consumer price index to GDP deflator of private non–farm
sector (2000=100), [1].

(7) Rate of change of labor productivity on an hourly basis, [1].
(8) Unemployment rate according to definition by the German Federal

Labor Office [2].
(9) Unemployment rate according to definition by the International

Labor Office [1].

Sources: [1] Statistisches Bundesamt.
[2] Bundesagentur für Arbeit

markets. Moreover, if the mechanism of tight labor markets causing rising wages will
turn out not to be central to the inflation process, the NAIRU framework is seriously
damaged. While the unemployment rate in the wage equation may properly capture
excess supply on the labor market, it is doubtful whether this holds for a situation of
excess labor demand which may be more adequately measured by vacancies. More-
over, the tightness of the product market may be better represented by the capacity
utilization rate or detrended output rather than by the unemployment rate. Of course,
unemployment and capacity utilization may be (closely) connected via Okun’s law but
empirical investigations of the Okun curve (as well as of the Beveridge curve which
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relates unemployment with vacancies) reveal somewhat unstable relationships, to say
the least.24 For this reason, Franz and Gordon (1993) elaborated on a German “Mean–
Utilization Rate of Unemployment” (MURU), i.e., the unemployment rate consistent
with an average mean utilization rate (of 84.4 per cent of potential output during the
time period 1962 to 1990). Obviously, to explain the sense of a MURU to policy makers
and to the public is an even more demanding if not unsurmountable obstacle compared
with the NAIRU.25

4.3 Inflation Expectations

The use of distributed lags of actual inflation rates as a proxy for inflation expectations
implies testing a combined hypothesis, namely to what extent inflation expectations
contribute to an explanation of actual inflation rates, as claimed by the Phillips curve,
and whether the proxy for inflation expectation corresponds with true expectations
by the economic agents under consideration. Hence, the need for direct measures of
inflation expectations is obvious but to meet this requirement is not.26

Basically, two types of direct measures of inflation expectations are available for Ger-
many albeit for a limited time period. The first is the EC monthly survey and rests on
asking consumers about their expectations for consumer prices, the second is published
by the Center for European Economic Research (ZEW) and relies on a survey among
professional forecasters. Both approaches have their merits and problems. At first
glance, asking consumers directly seems to provide exactly the information desired.
However, in the absence of a strong motivation of respondents to answer correctly, the
reliability of those data may be questioned even if the sample is large.27 On the other
hand, professional forecasters may handle the survey questions more seriously. But it
is unclear whether their replies are unbiased at any point of time given potential strate-
gic interests. Most importantly, however, these data are available only since December
1991.28 Therefore we employ the EC monthly survey which starts in 1985.

The EC survey is not designed to give precise quantitative forecasts of inflation but
rather is a tendency survey in which the respondents may choose among six categories
of responses. The monthly survey for Germany poses the following question (“Question
6”) to approximately 2 500 consumers: “By comparison with the past 12 months, how
do you expect that consumer prices will develop in the next 12 months? They will
. . . (1) increase more rapidly, (2) increase at the same rate, (3) increase at a slower
rate, (4) stay about the same, (5) fall or (6) don’t know.” Available time series of the
shares of respondents replying to each category start in 1985. An argument in favor of

24See Franz (1987) and Franz and Siebeck (1991).
25Moreover, experiments with estimated output gaps in the Phillips curve did not yield a substantial

higher explanatory power. See Franz (2001).
26See the studies by Akerlof et al. (2000) for the U.S. and by Driver et al. (2003) for the U.K. and

the U.S.
27Note that accuracy of the forecasts is not the issue here as long as economic agents behave on the

basis of their (false) forecasts.
28See the ZEW–Finanzmarktreport (monthly, in German) and the ZEW–news (quarterly, in Eng-

lish) for more information. Inflation expectations are published as the results of the ZEW Financial
Market Test (ZEW Finanzmarkttest), see the ZEW homepage at www.zew.de.
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gathering qualitative rather than quantitative data is that consumers are more likely
to have an opinion on the direction of future price changes than to give exact forecasts
of inflation for a certain period of time.

In this paper quantitative estimates of the expected rates of inflation from these qual-
itative data are obtained by using a modified Carlson and Parkin-methodology as it
is carried out by Gerberding (2001). In short, the central idea behind the approach
by Carlson and Parkin (1975) is to interpret the share of consumers replying to each
category29 as maximum likelihood estimates of areas under the density function of ag-
gregate inflation expectations.30 The expected value of that density function represents
the average inflation rate expected by survey respondents. However, the calculation
of the inflation expectations is complicated by the fact that consumer assessments of
expected prices in the next 12 months are linked to their perception of price develop-
ments during the past year. Therefore the mean expected inflation rate is the product
of the mean assessment of price developments in the last 12 months and a factor –
calculated using the density function above – which reflects the change in the evalua-
tion of future inflation rates relative to past inflation rates. Gerberding (2007, 2001)
assumes that respondents correctly perceive the actual rate of inflation at the time
they form their expectations. While this assumption is not as innocuous as it may
seem, given the misperceptions of inflation rates by consumers at least in Germany in
due course of the introduction of the Euro, it seems plausible in other time periods
of low inflation.31 Another solution would be the use of the following question of the
EC survey, where respondents are asked to condition their replies on their perceptions
of current inflation. The exact wording of this question (“Question 5”) is as follows:
“How do you think that consumer prices have developed over the last 12 months?
They have . . . (1) risen a lot, (2) risen moderately, (3) risen slightly, (4) stayed about
the same, (5) fallen or (6) don’t know.” Quantification of inflation expectations is in
this case however complicated by the fact that one needs additional information what
consumers consider as a “moderate” rate of inflation.

For the period from 1985 to 2006 – except for the years 1991 to 1993 – inflation rates
stay in a narrow range between 0 and 3 per cent, i.e. the volatility of price developments
in Germany is overall low. A look at the inflation expectations (for the next 12 months)
reveals for the period under observation only small differences to the actual inflation
rate at the time the respondents form these expectations. This is especially true for
the inflation expectations based on the assumption that consumers correctly perceive
the actual inflation rate. Among other things this is caused by the fact that for the
period under consideration on average more than half of the respondents (about 52
per cent) reply to category (2) (“prices will increase at the same rate”) of “Question
6”, that means on average more than half of the consumers expect constant inflation
rates. This indicates that the expectations of households are strongly guided by current
(and past) price developments. The picture changes only slightly when “Question 5”
is additionally considered to calculate inflation expectations, which means giving up
the assumption that consumers correctly perceive the actual inflation rate.

29As is common practice, the responses in the category “Don’t know” are distributed proportionally
among the other categories.

30The density function is assumed to be a standard normal. See also Gerberding (2001), Batchelor
and Orr (1988) and Reckwerth (1997).

31See Forsells and Kenny (2002) for other approaches covering the Euro Area.
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5 Econometric Approach

Our empirical goal is to estimate the time–varying NAIRU (TV–NAIRU, see Gordon,
1997) for Germany taking account of the structural break induced by German unifica-
tion. In our empirical analysis, we will use quarterly data for West Germany for the
time period 1976:2 to 1990:2 and quarterly data for unified Germany for the time pe-
riod 1990:3 to 2006:4. All estimated models involve a post unification dummy variable
to capture a level shift of German unification, irrespective of whether the coefficient is
significant.

The literature on estimating a TV–NAIRU typically uses state space models to capture
the dynamics of the NAIRU over time.32 The evoluation of the NAIRU over time is
modelled by a separate equation for an unobserved state and it is extracted from the
data using the Kalman filter. Studies differ to what extent the structural parameters
of the state equation are estimated based on the data and as to whether they report
confidence bands around the estimated NAIRU.

Estimation of the structural parameters of a state space model can be difficult (and is
impossible in a number of cases of interest in this paper). Confidence intervals of the
estimated TV–NAIRU tend to be large thus questioning the usefulness of the NAIRU
concept (see Staiger et al., 1997a,b). In addition, the so–called pile–up problem arises
from the fact that the likelihood function can have point mass at zero for the variance of
the change of a nonstationary state variable, even if the true value is greater than zero
(see Staiger et al., 1997a,b, Stock and Watson, 1998, and Laubach, 2001).33 It is often
suggested in the literature (e.g. by Laubach, 2001, and Schumacher, 2007), that more
precise estimation is feasible by adding equations to the state–space system of estimated
equations. In addition to the inflation equation, studies add a stationary model in the
unemployment gap (≡ Ut − U∗

t , i.e. difference between actual unemployment rate and
TV–NAIRU), see Laubach (2001), or a dynamic version of Okun’s law, see Fabiani and
Mestre (2004) or Schumacher (2004).

Because of the severe practical estimation problems involved, we suggest a second,
more robust semiparametric estimator for a TV–NAIRU based on the semiparametric
estimator of the partially linear model introduced by Robinson (1988). This estimator
involves a smooth kernel regression in time which, after appropriate transformation, de-
scribes the evolution of the TV–NAIRU. While this semiparametric estimator provides
a robust estimate for all cases considered in this paper, the estimation of structural
parameters of a state space model proves infeasible in some cases.

32See Gordon (1997, 1998, 2006) and Staiger et al. (1997a,b) for the seminal contributions. Among
many others, Laubach (2001), Fabiani and Mestre (2001), Franz (2005), and Schumacher (2007)
involve applications of this concept to European data.

33Stock and Watson (1998) develop a median unbiased estimator of this variance, which is not used
in this paper. When we obtain a variance estimate close to zero for our application, we will see that it
is typically plausible that the true variance is very small or even exactly zero. In some cases, however,
we have the opposite problem, namely, we obtain variance estimates which tend to infinity and which
yield incredible variations in the TV–NAIRU, see below.
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In the following, we first discuss the results of unit root tests for the unemployment rate
and for cpi inflation. These tests are important for the specification of the estimated
state space models. Then, we describe the details of the two estimation approaches
taken in this paper.

5.1 Unit Root Tests

Table 2 reports the results of unit root tests for the unemployment rate and for cpi
inflation. The results for the level of the unemployment rate suggests that the null of
a unit root can not be rejected. The same test for the change in the unemployment
rate can be decisively rejected at a significance level of 5%. Thus, in accordance with
previous evidence (Schreiber and Wolters, 2003, or Franz, 2003), Ut seems an I(1)
variable. We conclude that it would be inappropriate to specify the TV–NAIRU as an
I(2) variable because the unemployment rate is an I(1) variable. This is in contrast
to Laubach (2001) – only in some specifications – , Fabiani and Mestre (2001), and
Schumacher (2007), who estimate the TV–NAIRU as an I(2) variable. We specify the
TV–NAIRU as an I(1) variable.

Table 2: Unit Root Test Results – P–Valuesa when testing null of no unit root for time
period 1976:2–2006:4

Variable
Test Ut

b ∆Ut
b pt

c

Augmented Weighted Symmetric τ 0.204 0.000 0.008
Augmented Dickey-Fuller 0.276 0.035 0.385
Phillips–Perron 0.401 0.000 0.000

a: P–Values as reported by TSP version 5.0 using seasonal dummy
variables and with the lag order being selected by the program.
b: unemployment rate by ILO definition
c: quarterly inflation rate for CPI

For the cpi inflation rate, the evidence is more mixed. While the augmented weighted
symmetric τ test and the Phillips–Perron test show a significant rejection of the null
of a unit root, the augmented Dickey–Fuller test does not show a rejection. Results
are not as clear as for the unemployment rate, but the literature suggests that the the
augmented weighted symmetric τ test has more power than the augmented Dickey–
Fuller test (see TSP 5.0 Reference Manual). We conclude that there is not sufficient
evidence for a unit root in the inflation rates. Thus, most of our estimated specifications
involve a stationary model for the inflation rates.
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5.2 State Space Model and Kalman Filter

We estimate versions of the following state space model.

Observation equation for inflation rate:

pt = a(L)pt−1 − b(L)(Ut − U∗
t ) + czt + εt (12)

State equation for TV–NAIRU:

U∗
t = U∗

t−1 + µt (13)

where µt and εt and µt are independent and stationary error terms over time. Because
the unemployment rate seems to be an I(1) variable, we specify U∗

t as an I(1) variable
in the state equation. Because there is no compelling evidence for a unit root in pt,
we leave it to the data to decide whether the lag order polynomial a(L) involves a
unit root. Anticipating our results, note that our estimation results reject a unit root
in a(L). Therefore, we will calibrate the TV–NAIRU based on a tolerable annualized
inflation rates of 2%.

We further investigate whether estimating jointly two observation equations, one for
the inflation rate as above and one for a dynamic version of Okun’s law, can improve
the precision of our TV–NAIRU estimates. Formally, we estimate equations (12) and
(13) together with

(Ut − U∗
t ) = α(L)(Ut − U∗

t ) + β(L)(yt − y∗t ) + vt , (14)

where the output gap (yt− y∗t ) is the difference between log gdp and trend gdp, where
the latter is estimated using the Hodrik-Prescott-filter.

We estimate the structural parameters a(L), b(L), c, σ2
µ, σ

2
ε (and σ2

v , Cov(εt, vt)) by
Maximum likelihood and Kalman filtering. We report the estimated smooth NAIRU
based on the full subsample for which the model is estimated. Our estimation approach
accounts for the structural break caused by German unification in the following. We
allow for a dummy variable for the post unification period 1990:3–2006:4 in all equa-
tions and we run the Kalman Filter separately for the time period before and after
unification. All structural parameters are assumed constant over both time periods,
expect for the variance of the change in the TV–NAIRU, σ2

µ, which we allow to differ.
We add the log likelihood of the separate Kalman filter models before and after uni-
fication and we maximize it as a function of the structural parameters. The Kalman
filter is initialized as follows: We estimate the inflation equation based on OLS with
a third order polynomial in time. We estimate the average intercept for the first four
years of data and transform it to obtain a prior estimate for the NAIRU and for its
variance. Since we only report smoothed Kalman filter estimates based on the entire
subsample used the choice of the priors is of little importance for the final estimates.
We add the transformed coefficient for the post unification dummy (in the inflation
equation) to the NAIRU in 1990:2 to start the Kalman filter in 1990:3 for the second
subsample.

In order to assess the precision of our TV–NAIRU, we estimate confidence intervals
taking account of both sources of the estimation error, see Hamilton (1994, chapter
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13.7). First, we need to take account of the estimation error in the estimated structural
parameters. We obtain this part of the estimation error but a parametric bootstrap
(simulation method) by resampling from the asymptotic distribution of the estimated
parameters.34 Our reported estimates are based on 300 resamples. Second, the Kalman
filter extraction involves a prediction error for the unobserved state variable, the TV–
NAIRU. The mean squared error of this prediction error has to be added to the variance
component due to the estimation error in the structural parameters. Fabiani and
Mestre (2001) only take account of the first dimension of the estimation error and
the study reports very narrow confidence intervals around the TV–NAIRU. Laubach
(2001) estimates both dimensions and obtains very wide confidence bands. Schumacher
(2007) shows the importance to take account of both dimensions in a Kalman filter
framework. However, note that the necessity to take account of the prediction error
inherent in the Kalman filter arises only when one literally wants to account for the
randomness in µt in equation (13). If the Kalman filter were viewed a means to obtain
smoothed estimates of a ’true’ flexible time trend in U∗

t , then one would only need to
take account of the first part of the estimation error induced by the estimation of the
structural parameter and the prediction error from the Kalman filter could be ignored.

Note that the estimated sampling uncertainty for the estimator of the TV–NAIRU sug-
gested in the next subsection implicitly only involves the first source of the estimation
error in a Kalman filter framework. This has to be kept in mind when comparing the
estimated confidence bands for the estimated TV–NAIRU.

5.3 Partially Linear Model

We suggest estimating a simple semiparametric, partially linear model of

pt = a(L)pt−1 − b(L)Ut + czt + g(t) + εt (15)

as a robust alternative for estimating the TV–NAIRU. g(t) is specified as a smooth
function of time. We use the semiparametric root-N-consistent estimator of Robinson
(1988) to obtain the coefficient estimates for a(L), b(L), and c after differencing out
the variable specific time trend (estimated through variable specific kernel regressions
on time) from the left–hand–side variable and all regressors. g(t) is then estimated
based on the ’residual’ obtained when plugging in the nonparametric time trends of all
variables into the linear part of the regression, see Pagan and Ullah (1999) for details

of this semiparametric estimator. Finally, the estimated ĝ(t) is divided by b̂(1) and
adjusted for the tolerable annual inflation rate of 2% to obtain the TV–NAIRU.

The bandwidth is chosen by a cross–validation procedure where the predictions at time
t are based on observations which are more than four quarters apart (leave blocks of
two years around a single observation out because of the lags in the estimated equa-
tion). This cross–validation procedure works well for all models with the quarterly cpi
inflation rate (DCPI) as dependent variable. However, the procedure yields implau-
sibly small values for the bandwidths (and TV–NAIRUS with wide swings) when the

34For variance parameters, which have to be positive, we resample from the asymptotic distribution
of the log of the variance and then take the exponential of the simulated values.
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annual cpi inflation rate (fourth difference in log cpi) is used. For these models, we
use the bandwidths from crossvalidation of the corresponding models estimated for the
quarterly inflation rates.

Based on the asymptotic distribution results, inference is on the estimation error in
the final estimation step. For the estimate of the variance–covariance of the coefficient
estimates, one can ignore the estimation error in the first stage estimation of the non-
parametric time trend in the left–hand–side variable and in all regressors. Vice versa,
for the asymptotic distribution of the estimated ĝ(t), one can ignore the estimation
error of the coefficient estimates. Therefore, we use here a standard heteroscedasticity
consistent estimate of the estimation error in the kernel regression in the third stage.

6 Estimation Results

In order to operationalize the NAIRU, we allow for a tolerable tolerable annual in-
flation rate of 2% when estimation does not impose a unit root in the inflation rate.
Furthermore, all supply shock variables zt in the augmented Phillips curve model are
calculated as deviation from their sample means. Our estimated model involve the
three supply shock variables (see table 4 for details)

(i) relative inflation rate of imported raw materials: prawwedget,

(ii) change rate of price wedge (cpi divided by GDP deflator for private sector):
pwedget, and

(iii) rate of change of labor productivity minus trend rate of change: θt.

Furthermore, we used the change in the tax wedge between total compensation and net
earnings of the workers as additional supply shock variable. However, this wedge never
proves signficantly positive and, in most cases, it shows an insignificant coefficient.

We do not use the contemporaneous unemployment rate in the Phillips curve equa-
tion because it is likely to be jointly determined with the current inflation rate. The
choice of lag order for lagged regressors is driven mainly by significance of individual
t-statistics. For the inflation equation, we include all lags of the inflation rates up to
the last significant one. When only one lag of the unemployment rate is included, we
use that lag with the highest t–statistic for the negative coefficient. In the specifica-
tion allowing for persistence or hysteresis of the unemployment effect, we include the
level of the unemployment rate lagged once and the first four lags of the change in
the unemployment rate. The estimation of Okun’s law uses a distributed lag in the
unemployment rate and in the outgap gap.

Both equations involve quarterly dummy variables to capture seasonal effects. These
dummy variables are centered such that the coefficients of the four quarter sum up to
zero (see table 4). The inflation equation also involves a dummy variable for the post
unification period which is incoporated in the estimated TV–NAIRU. The specification
of Okun’s law also allows for a separate intercept and a dummy variable for the post
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unification period. However, the intercept and the post unification dummy in Okun’s
law do not enter our estimates for the TV–NAIRU, i.e. Okun’s law is only used for
pinning done the change in the TV–NAIRU over time but not its level. The reason
for this are twofold. First, we want to base the level of the TV–NAIRU solely on the
estimated Phillips curve. Second, the notion of a tolerable inflation rate can not be
linked in a natural way to the specification of Okun’s law. In total, we report the
results of the ten estimated model specifications described in table 5. The detailed
estimation results and graphical representations of the estimated TV–NAIRU with
90%–confidence bands are provided in the appendix. We report up to four different
estimates for each model specification of the Phillips curve.

1. The first estimate labelled ’Same variance before/after unification’ provides the
estimates of the state space model just for the Phillips curve assuming the same
variance in the state equation σ2

µ before and after unification.

2. The second estimate labelled ’Different variances before/after unification’ pro-
vides the estimates of the state space model just for the Phillips curve assuming
different variances in the state equation σ2

µ before and after unification.

3. The third estimate labelled ’Output gap and different variances’ involves the joint
estimation of the Phillips curve as in 2. and of Okun’s law.

4. The fourth estimate labelled ’Partially linear model’ involves the semiparametric
estimate of the Phillips curve.

Due to space considerations, we do not report the four estimates for all model spec-
ifications. Our discussion of results will focus on the second estimate and the fourth
estimate. For some model specifications, only the fourth estimate provides reasonable
results.

Model 1 involves a specification of the Phillips curve using only the unemployment rate
lagged by three quarters but no distributed lag in the changes in the unemployment
rate. Furthermore, we do not yet include the productivity variable θt. The first and
second estimate show a highly significant negative coefficient estimate for the unem-
ployment rate around −.48/.49. The coefficients of the lagged inflation rate sum up
to around .52/.53 and are significantly less than one. Thus, a specification with a
unit root is not warranted. The supply shock variables price wedge and wedge for raw
materials show significantly positive coefficients. The variance of the change in the
TV–NAIRU is estimated as .061, if the same variance is imposed, and this changes to
.083 before unification and 0 after unification, when different variances are allowed for
before and after unification. The variances are estimated with a large standard error
of .044 for the first estimate and .066 for the second estimate before unification.35 The
graphical representations of the estimated TV–NAIRU show an increase of the TV–
NAIRU from around 3% in the mid 1970’s to around 6.% in 1990. After unification,

35Note that the t–statistics for the variance estimates are not valid for testing whether the variance
is zero and the estimation routine does not provide standard errors when the variance estimate is close
to zero. This reflects the severe numerical problems in estimating the state space model. However, it
is not necessarily the case that this is a reflection of the pile up problem – as discussed in the literature
– because it is quite likely that the estimated TV–NAIRU is quite constant after unification.
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Table 3: Coefficient Estimates for Selected Model

Model Specifications
Coefficient 1a 2a 4a 5a 6b

Inflation ratesc .534 .511 .411 .872 .775
(4.9) (4.7) (2.8) (20.7) (10.2)

Unemployment rated -.493 -.519 -.571 -.152 -.203
(3.9) (4.1) (3.6) (3.7) (2.4)

Model Specifications
Coefficient 7b 8b 9a 10a

Inflation ratesc .161 .703 .474 .511
(2.2) (8.6) (3.1) (2.6)

Unemployment rated -.617 -.087 -.645 -.562
(3.9) (0.9) (3.7) (3.0)

t–statistics in parentheses below coefficient estimates.
a: Estimate 2 ”Different variances before/after unification’.
b: Estimate 4 ’Partially linear model’ because estimate 2 did not
converge or gave unreasonable results.
c: Sum of coefficients for lags 1–5 for models with distributed lag
of inflation rates and coefficient on inflation expectation otherwise.
d: Sum of coefficients for lags in level of unemployment rate.

the constant TV–NAIRU for the second estimate lies at about 7% and it moves around
that estimate for the first estimate. The confidence bands around the TV–NAIRU are
quite wide reflecting in particular the imprecision of the variance estimates.

The third estimate of model 1 also includes the estimation of Okun’s law. In contrast
to arguments in the literature (see Laubach, 2001, or Schumacher, 2007), we can not
confirm that estimating such a joint model neither helps to pin down the TV–NAIRU
more precisely nor to avoid a problem of estimating a zero variance. The estimated
coefficients are quite similar to the first two estimates but the standard error of the
variance estimate is of similar magnitude. However, the confidence bands around the
TV–NAIRU proves much wider for this estimate, especially after unification.

The fourth estimate of model 1 involves the partially linear model. The TV–NAIRU
is estimated with a much narrower confidence band than for the three other estimates.
The level of the TV–NAIRU is somewhat higher for the late 1970’s but quite similar
afterwards, i.e. the estimated TV–NAIRU basically correspond after the initialization
period of the Kalman filter estimates (subject to the estimation error involved). Note
that one should not be mislead by the higher precision of the TV–NAIRU estimates
for the partially linear model. In contrast to the Kalman filter estimates, the partially
linear model does not involve the prediction error from the state equation, i.e. the
confidence bands for this estimator only involve the parameter uncertainty.

After the detailed discussion of the four estimates for model 1, we now discuss more
shortly the results of models 2 to 9.
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Model 2 differs from model 1 by adding the productivity variable θt to the Phillips
curve. The productivity variable shows a significantly negative coefficient which is
in accordance with the literature (see e.g. Gordon, 1998, Dew–Becker and Gordon,
2005). Thus, a positive productivity shock reduces the inflation pressure. Otherwise,
the estimated coefficients of the model and the TV–NAIRU are very similar to model
1.

Model 3 imposes that the coefficients of the lagged inflation rate sum up to one. As
discussed above, this restriction is not justified by the data and the estimation of the
state space models yields implausible results. The coefficient of the unemployment rate
is small and not significant any more. The estimated TV–NAIRU is meaningless with
huge confidence bands. The partially linear model yields somewhat more plausible
results. However, they also differ considerably from models 1 and 2. We conclude that
it is not appropriate to restrict the coefficients of the lagged inflation rate to sum up
to one.

Model 4 extends model 2 in allowing for lagged changes of the unemployment rate to
affect the inflation rate in order to test for persistence and hysteresis in the Phillips
curve. The lagged unemployment rate proves again highly significant and of quite
similar magnitude as in model 2. Nevertheless, the lagged changes of the unemployment
rate are significant as well, thus implying strong deviations of the NAIRU from its long–
run value. The estimation of the state space model results in a smaller, but positive
variance estimate also after unification. As estimated TV–NAIRU, we only report
the long–run value based on the coefficient estimate for the lagged unemployment rate.
The estimated TV–NAIRU is quite similar as in model 2. However, there are two small
noticeable differences. The NAIRU is slighter higher in the 1970’s and it is not constant
any more after unification because of the small positive variance. In fact, similar to the
partially linear model, the TV–NAIRU now shows a decline in the 1990’s until about
the year 2000 and an increase between 2000 an 2006. However, these changes lie within
the estimated confidence band.

From now on, we take model 4 as the preferred benchmark model.

Model 5 estimate model 4 for the annual inflation rate defined as the difference between
the current cpi and the cpi lagged four quarters. The estimated variance of the state
equation is much higher than before and the coefficient on the lagged unemployment
rate is reduced but still significantly negative. The estimated TV–NAIRU is more
volatile than in model four for estimate two. The results are implausible for estimate
one and quite similar to model four in the case of the partially linear model.

The reason we estimated model 5 was to provide a benchmark for models 6 to 8
estimated for the restricted time period 1987:2 to 2004:4 for which data on the lagged
inflation expectations are available. The inflation expectations involve expectations
for 12 months, which is the reason why we now estimate the model based on annual
inflation rates. Unfortunately, the state space model does not provide reasonable results
for models 6 to 8. The variances of the state equations tend to infinity whatever
reasonable restrictions we imposed. Thus, we are restricted to report the results of the
partially linear model. There were, however, also problems with the partially linear
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model in these cases, because the cross validation procedure yielded implausibly small
bandwidths. Therefore, we used the same bandwidths as for model 4.

Model 6 reestimates model 5 for the time period 1987:2 to 2004:4. The results differ
somewhat from model 5 but they do not change substantially. The TV–NAIRU is
swings more around after unification and is slightly higher than for the previous models.
Model 7 uses the lagged inflation expectations, which involves the expectation for the
last 12 months corresponding to the time period covered by the inflation rate on the
left–hand–side of the Phillips curve. The coefficient on the inflation expectations is
very low with a value of .161 and significantly far away from one. The coefficient on
the lagged unemployment rate is quite high in absolute value and significantly negative.
Model 8 uses the current inflation expectations, which involves the expectation for the
future 12 months. This model is in line with the New Keynesian Phillips curve. The
coefficient on inflation expectations is now fairly high with a value of .703. This reflects
the fact that inflation expectations are calibrated based on the current inflation rate,
see discussion above. The estimated effect of the level of unemployment is very small
and insignificant. Correspondingly, no reasonable TV–NAIRU can be estimated. Since
inflation expectations in model 8 are likely to be endogenous, we experimented with
instrumental variable estimation using lagged inflation rates as instruments. However,
this did not yield any reasonable estimates.36 Thus, we have to conclude that using
inflation expectations does not help to estimate a Phillips cuve and the TV–NAIRU in
a more satisfactory way than using lagged inflation rates. This is not a route to rescue
a Phillips curve specified in the difference in actual inflation minus expected inflation.

Model 9 extends the benchmark model 4 by interacting the lagged unemployment rate
with dummy variables that expected inflation lies between 1 and 2% or below 1%. The
expected inflation is obtained as the fit of an OLS regression of inflation on its five
lags, quarter dummy variables, and a third order polynomial in time. The fit of this
variable closely tracks actual inflation. Inspired by the near rationality hypothesis in
Akerlof (2002), model 9 is a heuristic way to test whether the Phillips curve becomes
flatter when inflation lies below the tolerable inflation rate of 2%. In fact, we find
that the evidence is in favor of this argument because the interaction terms introduced
shows significantly positive coefficients and the coefficient is even larger for expected
inflation below 1% compared to 1–2%.37 Correspondingly, the coefficient on the lagged
unemployment rate is slightly larger in absolute value than estimated for model 4. The
estimated TV–NAIRU for model 9, however, is again very similar to model 4. Thus,
near rationality does not seem to have a substantial effect on the TV–NAIRU, which
is calibrated at a tolerable inflation rate of 2%.

There is some evidence for an almost constant TV–NAIRU after unification and the
confidence bands around the TV–NAIRU are fairly wide. Therefore, as model 10 we
reestimated model 4 the Phillips curve for the post unification period with constant co-
efficients. The estimated coefficients are quite similar to model 4 with some exceptions.
In particular, the sum of coefficients on the lagged inflation rates and the coefficient on

36Detailed results are available upon request for the partially linear model.
37We also estimated a specification with an additional interaction term for expected inflation be-

tween 2 and 3%. The corresponding coefficient proved positive but insignificant. The point estimate
was less than half of the estimate for the interval 1 to 2%. The detailed results are available upon
request.
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the lagged level of the unemployment rate are of similar magnitude. Correspondingly,
we obtain a constant NAIRU of around 7.2% based on model 10. The estimation error,
however, is quite large which the width of the 90%–confidence band being around 1
percentage point.

Summarizing our results, we arrive at the following conclusions. If one is willing to
operationalize the TV–NAIRU at a tolerable inflation rate of 2%, it is possible to esti-
mate a TV–NAIRU using a state space model for the entire sample period accounting
for German unification. Estimates on a partially linear model provide similar point
estimates for the TV–NAIRU during most of the time period. The TV–NAIRU for
the ILO unemployment rate lies between 7 and 8% for post unification Germany. Es-
timation of a Phillips curve with the coefficients on the lagged inflation rates summing
up to one is not supported by the data. Estimation of the state space models involves
numerical problems when restricting the time period to the period for which infla-
tion expectations are available and it is not possible to estimate a TV–NAIRU this
way. Based on the partially linear model, lagged inflations expectations do not show
a coefficient even close to one but estimation of a TV–NAIRU of similar size as for
the specification with lagged inflation rates is possible. Estimation of a Phillips curve
using current inflation expectations inspired by the New Keynesian Phillips curve did
not prove successful. In accordance with Akerlof’s (2002) near rationality hypothesis,
we find evidence for a flatter Phillips curve when inflation is low. However, this leaves
our estimated TV–NAIRU basically unaffected. We can not determine precisely in a
statistical sense whether the TV–NAIRU has been constant since German unification.
However, the evidence does not show a secular increase of NAIRU since 1990 which is
in contrast to the trends before 1990. This result is somewhat surprising in light of
the upward trend in unemployment since 1990. Assuming the NAIRU to be constant
after 1990 would result in an estimate of 7.2%.

7 Final Remarks

By any measure, simple or complex, the NAIRU is very hard to determine and this holds
especially for Germany. The estimates presented in this paper suggest that the NAIRU
in Germany is currently around 7 percent if the definition of unemployment follows the
concept of the ILO or some 9 percent if measured according to the procedure applied
by the German Federal Labor Agency. While this figure is in line with calculations
by other institutions, one should be careful not to put too much emphasis on it. One
of the most disturbing facts is that the sum of coefficients associated with expected
inflation is far beyond unity whatever measure of expected inflation rates is employed,
i.e., survey data or lagged distributions of past inflation rates. Therefore, either the
NAIRU concept is not applicable to Germany or one has to make use of a tolerable
inflation rate as it is done in this paper with a number of 2 percent following roughly
the figures put forward by the European Central Bank.
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Under these caveats some interesting features of the NAIRU for Germany emerge from
our estimates. The NAIRU depends on supply shocks such as changes of the relative
import prices of raw materials and of the price wedge between consumption prices and
the GDP deflator as well as deviations of actual productivity changes from their trend
values.

Moreover, there is evidence for persistence effects of unemployment (but not for full
hysteresis). In addition, the concept of near rationality is to some extent supported by
our estimates, i.e., the role of (expected) inflation rates is positively related to their
values. Put differently, the Phillips curve becomes the more steeper the higher expected
inflation rates.

Taken together, there is every reason to use the NAIRU only as one of the tools to
determine the unobservable natural rate of unemployment.
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Appendix

Table 4: Variable List

Abbreviation Variable (explanation)
Q11 Variance of innovation in Nairu during period 1 (1976:2-1990:2

– before unification) or during late period (1987:2-2006:4)
Q12 Variance of innovation in Nairu during period 2 (1990:3-2006:4

– after unification)
DQjC (j=1,2,3) centered quarter dummies such that quarter effect sum up to

unity (DQjC = DQj-DQ4 where DQk is dummy variable for
kth quarter)

DCPI annualized quarter–by–quarter rate of CPI inflation, i.e. pct =
400 · (log(cpit)− log(cpit−1)), where cpit is the consumer price
index in quarter t

DCPIMj (j=1,2,..) jth lag of pct, i.e. pct−j

D4CPI annual rate of CPI inflation, i.e. p4ct = 100 · (log(cpit) −
log(cpit−4))

D4CPIMj (j=1,2,..) jth lag of p4ct, i.e. p4ct−j

DE ID EXP expected annual rate of CPI inflation for next 12 months
ELQMj (j=1,2,..) jth lag of unemployment rate Ut, i.e. Ut−j, by ILO definition
DPRICE WEDGE change in price wedge pwedget = log(cpit/pyt) −

log(cpit−1/pyt−1) where py is deflator of private GDP (without
government)

DRAW WEDGEC change in price wedge for raw material prices prawwedget =
log(prawt/cpit)− log(prawt−1/cpit−1) where prawt is deflator
of raw material prices

GRPROD rate of change of labor productivity minus trend rate of change
estimated by HP trend θt

DUNIFICATION Dummy variable for time period after unification 1990:3-
2006:4

YGAP output gap, i.e. deviation of log gdp from its HP trend

Definition of coefficients:
CDvarname : coefficient of regressor varname in inflation equation
CEvarname : coefficient of regressor varname in unemployment equation (Okun’s
law)
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Table 5: Estimated Model Specifications

Model Dep. Variable Time Period Specification
1 DCPI 76:2–06:4 lagged DCPI (lags 1–5),

ELQM3, DPRICE WEDGE,
DRAW WEDGEC, DUNIFICATION

2 DCPI 76:2–06:4 as 1 plus GRPROD
3 DCPI 76:2–06:4 as 2; restrict coeff. of lagged DCPI to

sum to one
4 DCPI 76:2–06:4 as 2 plus lags in DELQ and ELQM1

(test for hysteresis)
5 D4CPI 76:2–06:4 as 4 but lags in D4CPI
6 D4CPI 87:2–06:4 as 4 but lags in D4CPI
7 D4CPI 87:2–06:4 as 4 but DE ID EXP lagged by 4 quar-

ters (DE ID EXPM4) instead of lags in
D4CPI

8 D4CPI 87:2–06:4 as 4 but DE ID EXP (DE ID EXP) in-
stead of lags in D4CPI

9 DCPI 76:2–06:4 as 4 plus interaction of ELQM1
with dummy variables for fitted infla-
tion (based on autoregressive model
plus seasonality) lying between 1%
and 2% (ELQM1L12) and below 1%
(ELQM1LM1), respectively

10 DCPI 90:3–06:4 OLS as 4 only for post unification pe-
riod (without DUNIFICATION)

Notes: Models 1–5 and 9 are estimated both using Kalman filter and as par-
tially linear models. For models 6-8, we only report the results of the partially
linear models because the Kalman filter estimates did not converge properly
or the results turned out implausible. Model 10 represents OLS estimates.
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Model 1: Inflation equation - same Variance before/after

Unification

Dependent variable: DCPI

Time Period: 1976:2-2006:4

Standard

Parameter Estimate Error t-statistic P-value

Q11 .060808 .044139 1.37767 [.168]

CDDQ1C 1.05455 .374015 2.81955 [.005]

CDDQ2C .198958 .324257 .613580 [.539]

CDDQ3C -.563582 .270331 -2.08479 [.037]

CDDCPIM1 .116733 .084278 1.38509 [.166]

CDDCPIM2 .050347 .083035 .606331 [.544]

CDDCPIM3 .069256 .078384 .883548 [.377]

CDDCPIM4 .193765 .075141 2.57868 [.010]

CDDCPIM5 .085810 .073688 1.16449 [.244]

CDELQM3 -.481649 .151748 -3.17402 [.002]

CDDPRICE_WEDGE .087024 .034020 2.55805 [.011]

CDDRAW_WEDGEC .017059 .364667E-02 4.67799 [.000]

CDDUNIFICATION .624281 .676991 .922140 [.356]

Sum of lagged coefs of dcpi

===========================

Standard

Parameter Estimate Error t-statistic P-value

CPILAG .515911 .121297 4.25328 [.000]
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Model 1: Inflation equation - Different Variances before/after

Unification

Q12 = 0

Standard

Parameter Estimate Error t-statistic P-value

Q11 .083406 .066010 1.26353 [.206]

CDDQ1C 1.04492 .378609 2.75990 [.006]

CDDQ2C .196273 .326530 .601086 [.548]

CDDQ3C -.574997 .271576 -2.11726 [.034]

CDDCPIM1 .128407 .081249 1.58041 [.114]

CDDCPIM2 .051803 .082907 .624835 [.532]

CDDCPIM3 .074954 .077891 .962293 [.336]

CDDCPIM4 .195485 .075051 2.60470 [.009]

CDDCPIM5 .083993 .073435 1.14378 [.253]

CDELQM3 -.493609 .125993 -3.91773 [.000]

CDDPRICE_WEDGE .086652 .034101 2.54104 [.011]

CDDRAW_WEDGEC .017111 .360433E-02 4.74733 [.000]

CDDUNIFICATION .347269 .586608 .591996 [.554]

Sum of lagged coefs of dcpi

===========================

Standard

Parameter Estimate Error t-statistic P-value

CPILAG .534643 .109246 4.89395 [.000]
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Model 1: Inflation equation and Output gap -- Variances

Q12 = 0

Standard

Parameter Estimate Error t-statistic P-value

Q11 .084629 .065194 1.29811 [.194]

CDDQ1C 1.00700 .374657 2.68778 [.007]

CDDQ2C .188393 .322951 .583350 [.560]

CDDQ3C -.529707 .271206 -1.95315 [.051]

CDDCPIM1 .117949 .080715 1.46129 [.144]

CDDCPIM2 .017389 .083453 .208373 [.835]

CDDCPIM3 .061492 .077098 .797583 [.425]

CDDCPIM4 .174311 .074329 2.34514 [.019]

CDDCPIM5 .084324 .073029 1.15466 [.248]

CDELQM3 -.523159 .127871 -4.09129 [.000]

CDDPRICE_WEDGE .091866 .034352 2.67424 [.007]

CDDRAW_WEDGEC .017042 .354983E-02 4.80073 [.000]

CDDUNIFICATION .683971 .603051 1.13418 [.257]

CEC -.026322 .045177 -.582649 [.560]

CEYGAPM1 -.043865 .013901 -3.15552 [.002]

CEYGAPM2 .049880 .016217 3.07582 [.002]

CEYGAPM3 -.057531 .017603 -3.26818 [.001]

CEYGAPM4 .061092 .016872 3.62084 [.000]

CEYGAPM5 -.027357 .013580 -2.01450 [.044]

CEELQM1 1.27427 .095069 13.4036 [.000]

CEELQM2 -.530823 .144437 -3.67512 [.000]

CEELQM3 .423175 .140274 3.01678 [.003]

CEELQM4 -.225581 .087788 -2.56962 [.010]

CEDQ1C 1.12249 .091907 12.2133 [.000]

CEDQ2C -.849726 .116468 -7.29576 [.000]

CEDQ3C .370821 .131631 2.81712 [.005]

CEDUNIFICATION .057288 .063094 .907981 [.364]

H12 .038028 .026944 1.41137 [.158]

H22 .068278 .012656 5.39477 [.000]

Sum of lagged coefs of dcpi

===========================

Standard

Parameter Estimate Error t-statistic P-value

CPILAG .455465 .111306 4.09200 [.000]
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Model 1: Inflation equation - Partially linear model

Estimated Standard

Variable Coefficient Error t-statistic P-value

DQ1CTR 1.05037 .439681 2.38894 [.019]

DQ2CTR .210009 .353055 .594835 [.553]

DQ3CTR -.551943 .251712 -2.19275 [.030]

DCPIM1TR .105420 .097514 1.08108 [.282]

DCPIM2TR .050939 .073047 .697348 [.487]

DCPIM3TR .055800 .075380 .740254 [.461]

DCPIM4TR .175500 .088709 1.97838 [.050]

DCPIM5TR .071763 .132874 .540085 [.590]

ELQM3TR -.553074 .125243 -4.41600 [.000]

DPRICE_WEDGETR .095863 .028526 3.36051 [.001]

DRAW_WEDGECTR .016165 .284546E-02 5.68100 [.000]

DUNIFICATIONTR .681905 .865843 .787561 [.433]

Standard Errors are heteroskedastic-consistent (HCTYPE=2).

Sum of lagged coefs of dcpi

===========================

Standard

Parameter Estimate Error t-statistic P-value

CPILAG .459423 .111997 4.10209 [.000]
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Model 2: Inflation equation - Different Variances before/after

Unification - plus GRPROD

Dependent variable: DCPI

Time Period: 1976:2-2006:4

Standard

Parameter Estimate Error t-statistic P-value

Q11 .082328 .063976 1.28686 [.198]

CDDQ1C 1.17510 .364707 3.22204 [.001]

CDDQ2C .109819 .313820 .349944 [.726]

CDDQ3C -.646397 .262563 -2.46187 [.014]

CDDCPIM1 .156423 .078862 1.98350 [.047]

CDDCPIM2 .050443 .080003 .630518 [.528]

CDDCPIM3 .056984 .075355 .756214 [.450]

CDDCPIM4 .183261 .072374 2.53214 [.011]

CDDCPIM5 .063703 .070971 .897592 [.369]

CDELQM3 -.519377 .125904 -4.12517 [.000]

CDDPRICE_WEDGE .080513 .032978 2.44145 [.015]

CDDRAW_WEDGEC .017538 .346482E-02 5.06184 [.000]

CDGRPROD -.549199 .178648 -3.07419 [.002]

CDDUNIFICATION .551585 .567132 .972587 [.331]

Standard

Parameter Estimate Error t-statistic P-value

CPILAG .510814 .109193 4.67809 [.000]
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Model 3: Inflation equation - Different Variances before/after

Unification - plus GRPROD and coefficients on lagged inflation sum

to one

Dependent variable: DCPI

Time Period: 1976:2-2006:4

Standard

Parameter Estimate Error t-statistic P-value

Q11 .925402E-02 0. 0. [1.00]

Q12 .578000E-10 .593169E-04 .974428E-06 [1.00]

CDDQ1C 1.33250 .410888 3.24298 [.001]

CDDQ2C .049157 .354484 .138671 [.890]

CDDQ3C -.490992 .300529 -1.63376 [.102]

CDDCPIM15 .325668 .081733 3.98455 [.000]

CDDCPIM25 .166999 .086183 1.93772 [.053]

CDDCPIM35 .176630 .079932 2.20977 [.027]

CDDCPIM45 .253469 .080082 3.16512 [.002]

CDELQM3 -.018351 .038101 -.481648 [.630]

CDDPRICE_WEDGE .084137 .038227 2.20098 [.028]

CDDRAW_WEDGEC .018797 .376620E-02 4.99105 [.000]

CDGRPROD -.539369 .200719 -2.68718 [.007]

CDDUNIFICATION .325542E-02 .306847 .010609 [.992]
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Model 4: Inflation equation - Different Variances before/after

Unification - plus GRPROD and change in unemployment rate (test

for hysteresis)

Dependent variable: DCPI

Time Period: 1976:2-2006:4

Standard

Parameter Estimate Error t-statistic P-value

Q11 .063982 .052867 1.21024 [.226]

Q12 .024732 .056498 .437746 [.662]

CDDQ1C .522515 .508583 1.02739 [.304]

CDDQ2C .906859 .575352 1.57618 [.115]

CDDQ3C -1.40404 .410113 -3.42355 [.001]

CDDCPIM1 .143034 .087200 1.64030 [.101]

CDDCPIM2 .021856 .081872 .266957 [.790]

CDDCPIM3 .058115 .078530 .740031 [.459]

CDDCPIM4 .107111 .074657 1.43471 [.151]

CDDCPIM5 .081072 .071552 1.13305 [.257]

CDELQM1 -.570897 .159503 -3.57922 [.000]

CDDELQM1 .074949 .406352 .184443 [.854]

CDDELQM2 1.34428 .382973 3.51012 [.000]

CDDELQM3 -.374012 .386151 -.968563 [.333]

CDDELQM4 .607284 .362373 1.67586 [.094]

CDDPRICE_WEDGE .104872 .039822 2.63351 [.008]

CDDRAW_WEDGEC .017083 .342564E-02 4.98668 [.000]

CDGRPROD -.606671 .187168 -3.24131 [.001]

CDDUNIFICATION .902543 .775709 1.16351 [.245]

Sum of lagged coefs of dcpi

===========================

Standard

Parameter Estimate Error t-statistic P-value

CPILAG .411188 .144751 2.84066 [.005]
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Model 5: Inflation equation D4CPI - Different Variances

before/after Unification - plus GRPROD and change in unemployment

rate (test for hysteresis)

Dependent variable: D4CPI

Time Period: 1976:2-2006:4

Standard

Parameter Estimate Error t-statistic P-value

Q11 3.20548 2.81670 1.13803 [.255]

CDDQ1C -.264918 .146238 -1.81156 [.070]

CDDQ2C .164906 .147706 1.11645 [.264]

CDDQ3C .112018 .108517 1.03226 [.302]

CDD4CPIM1 1.04788 .084661 12.3775 [.000]

CDD4CPIM2 -.118730 .110494 -1.07453 [.283]

CDD4CPIM3 .080712 .108196 .745982 [.456]

CDD4CPIM4 -.497826 .106757 -4.66316 [.000]

CDD4CPIM5 .359616 .072372 4.96903 [.000]

CDELQM1 -.152413 .041722 -3.65302 [.000]

CDDELQM1 .071359 .122305 .583447 [.560]

CDDELQM2 .068203 .113838 .599122 [.549]

CDDELQM3 .075904 .112331 .675714 [.499]

CDDELQM4 .090410 .110566 .817707 [.414]

CDDPRICE_WEDGE .025214 .011481 2.19604 [.028]

CDDRAW_WEDGEC .342453E-02 .109989E-02 3.11351 [.002]

CDGRPROD -.121975 .054343 -2.24455 [.025]

CDDUNIFICATION .130064 .120233 1.08176 [.279]

Sum of lagged coefs of d4cpi

============================

Standard

Parameter Estimate Error t-statistic P-value

CPILAG .871704 .042139 20.6863 [.000]
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Model 6: Inflation equation D4CPI - GRPROD and change in

unemployment rate (test for hysteresis) - Partially linear model

Dependent variable: D4CPI

Time Period: 1987:2-2006:4

Estimated Standard

Variable Coefficient Error t-statistic P-value

DQ1CTR -.336462 .357969 -.939921 [.351]

DQ2CTR .365006 .383034 .952933 [.344]

DQ3CTR -.103652 .223843 -.463056 [.645]

D4CPIM1TR .893334 .175390 5.09341 [.000]

D4CPIM2TR -.025858 .157038 -.164663 [.870]

D4CPIM3TR .073552 .159671 .460648 [.647]

D4CPIM4TR -.453220 .178674 -2.53658 [.014]

D4CPIM5TR .286725 .134367 2.13389 [.037]

ELQM1TR -.202525 .082980 -2.44066 [.018]

DELQM1TR .025679 .243973 .105255 [.917]

DELQM2TR .300201 .169267 1.77354 [.081]

DELQM3TR .112944 .182750 .618022 [.539]

DELQM4TR .177595 .193667 .917014 [.363]

DPRICE_WEDGETR .032132 .019584 1.64072 [.106]

DRAW_WEDGECTR .303176E-02 .116833E-02 2.59495 [.012]

GRPRODTR -.171083 .100323 -1.70532 [.093]

DUNIFICATIONTR .425267 .222253 1.91343 [.060]

Standard Errors are heteroskedastic-consistent (HCTYPE=2).

Sum of lagged coefs of d4cpi

============================

Standard

Parameter Estimate Error t-statistic P-value

CPILAG .774533 .075857 10.2104 [.000]
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Model 7: Inflation equation D4CPI - GRPROD and change in

unemployment rate (test for hysteresis) - Partially linear model -

Expectation DE_ID_EXP lagged 4 quarters

Dependent variable: D4CPI

Time Period: 1987:2-2006:4

Estimated Standard

Variable Coefficient Error t-statistic P-value

DQ1CTR -1.24954 .715062 -1.74746 [.085]

DQ2CTR 1.30779 .740503 1.76608 [.082]

DQ3CTR -.211259 .580993 -.363616 [.717]

DE_ID_EXPM4TR .160684 .072445 2.21800 [.030]

ELQM1TR -.616569 .156345 -3.94365 [.000]

DELQM1TR -.097996 .495905 -.197611 [.844]

DELQM2TR .818190 .440433 1.85769 [.068]

DELQM3TR .551396 .477162 1.15557 [.252]

DELQM4TR .886867 .427651 2.07381 [.042]

DPRICE_WEDGETR .064997 .036421 1.78460 [.079]

DRAW_WEDGECTR .100208E-03 .278156E-02 .036026 [.971]

GRPRODTR -.260204 .167827 -1.55043 [.126]

DUNIFICATIONTR 1.33203 .588842 2.26211 [.027]
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Model 8: Inflation equation D4CPI - GRPROD and change in

unemployment rate (test for hysteresis) - Partially linear model -

Expectation DE_ID_EXP current period

Dependent variable: D4CPI

Time Period: 1987:2-2006:4

Estimated Standard

Variable Coefficient Error t-statistic P-value

DQ1CTR -.781329 .500413 -1.56137 [.123]

DQ2CTR .694209 .519059 1.33744 [.186]

DQ3CTR -.081961 .333776 -.245556 [.807]

DE_ID_EXPTR .702780 .082044 8.56589 [.000]

ELQM1TR -.086988 .100962 -.861592 [.392]

DELQM1TR -.321310 .305096 -1.05314 [.296]

DELQM2TR .212295 .237877 .892456 [.375]

DELQM3TR .092922 .258860 .358967 [.721]

DELQM4TR .419914 .274281 1.53096 [.131]

DPRICE_WEDGETR .046570 .024978 1.86445 [.067]

DRAW_WEDGECTR .227160E-02 .156707E-02 1.44959 [.152]

GRPRODTR -.059129 .103034 -.573875 [.568]

DUNIFICATIONTR .279968E-02 .320555 .873386E-02 [.993]
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Model 9: Inflation equation - Different Variances before/after

Unification - plus GRPROD and change in unemployment rate (test

for hysteresis) plus Akerlof dummy variables

Dependent variable: DCPI

Time Period: 1976:2-2006:4

Standard

Parameter Estimate Error t-statistic P-value

Q11 .047539 .042192 1.12673 [.260]

Q12 .028480 .051033 .558063 [.577]

CDDQ1C .622327 .506185 1.22945 [.219]

CDDQ2C 1.10341 .575654 1.91679 [.055]

CDDQ3C -1.49312 .406793 -3.67046 [.000]

CDDCPIM1 .194917 .088121 2.21193 [.027]

CDDCPIM2 .025682 .079610 .322600 [.747]

CDDCPIM3 .074738 .079012 .945908 [.344]

CDDCPIM4 .118121 .072783 1.62291 [.105]

CDDCPIM5 .060756 .071074 .854826 [.393]

CDELQM1 -.644863 .176368 -3.65634 [.000]

CDELQM1L12 .113435 .052899 2.14436 [.032]

CDELQM1LM1 .132600 .068615 1.93253 [.053]

CDDELQM1 -.901558E-02 .411002 -.021936 [.982]

CDDELQM2 1.33347 .378147 3.52632 [.000]

CDDELQM3 -.302800 .386051 -.784352 [.433]

CDDELQM4 .983815 .394770 2.49212 [.013]

CDDPRICE_WEDGE .097178 .038674 2.51277 [.012]

CDDRAW_WEDGEC .016331 .338078E-02 4.83051 [.000]

CDGRPROD -.644288 .186343 -3.45753 [.001]

CDDUNIFICATION 1.02646 .726075 1.41370 [.157]

Sum of lagged coefs of dcpi

===========================

Standard

Parameter Estimate Error t-statistic P-value

CPILAG .474214 .155394 3.05169 [.002]
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Model 10: Inflation equation - OLS after Unification plus GRPROD

and change in unemployment rate (test for hysteresis)

Dependent variable: DCPI

Time Period: 1990:3-2006:4

Estimated Standard

Variable Coefficient Error t-statistic P-value

C 4.01756 1.37570 2.92038 [.005]

DQ1C .943135 1.40685 .670389 [.506]

DQ2C .126847 1.42682 .088902 [.930]

DQ3C -1.68971 1.15128 -1.46767 [.149]

DCPIM1 .139294 .116231 1.19843 [.237]

DCPIM2 .102656 .112962 .908760 [.368]

DCPIM3 .091772 .110972 .826984 [.412]

DCPIM4 .061955 .106745 .580406 [.564]

DCPIM5 .115678 .106012 1.09117 [.281]

ELQM1 -.561741 .185053 -3.03557 [.004]

DELQM1 .621095 .846994 .733294 [.467]

DELQM2 1.41926 .764926 1.85542 [.070]

DELQM3 -1.16294 .769016 -1.51224 [.137]

DELQM4 .361647 .851297 .424819 [.673]

DPRICE_WEDGE .214833 .068854 3.12010 [.003]

DRAW_WEDGEC .017101 .537911E-02 3.17915 [.003]

GRPROD -1.12547 .359081 -3.13432 [.003]

Sum of lagged coefs of dcpi

===========================

Standard

Parameter Estimate Error t-statistic P-value

CPILAG .511355 .193522 2.64237 [.008]
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